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Details of Visit:

Author: Twodogs
Location 2: Northenden & Prestwich
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 11 Aptril 2003 3.30pm
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Karmasutragirls.Com - @Karmasutragirls
Website: http://www.karmasutragirls.com
Phone: 01614340135

The Premises:

All been said before. Great

The Lady:

Very pretty, slim, athletic build, small perfect breasts (don't have them enlarged Morgan, they are
just parfect); trimmed but not shaven pussy, all over tan. Summary - absolutely stunning.

The Story:

Morgan is just phenomenal!

I broke with habit on this occasion and decided to see Morgan for a second time. What a good
decision that was!

Morgan has it all as far as I am concerned; appearance - she is ball-achingly gorgeous; attitude -
she sets out to please and she succeeds brilliantly and in doing so seems to make the most of the
occasion for herself too; personality - when Morgan walks into the room, the world is suddenly a
brighter, nicer place to be.

She remembered me even though it was 6 months since she saw me last. We got straight down to
business. OWO - her technique is mindblowing! Then time for some muffing - she tastes divine and
enjoys it too. Then 69 - more of the same. Then on to the swing followed by mish, doggy, cowgirl,
reverse cowgirl and then finally an OWO finish with a finger up my bum. All this interspersed when
the opportunity presented itself, with wonderful passionate french snogging. At each stage the
sensations are enhanced and amplified by a feast for the eyes and her wonderful personality. She
made me feel so special - and I'm not really.

I'd like to think I'm her greatest fan but I'm probably just one of many. I can't praise or recommend
her highly enough. Thanks to our mutual friend Galahad, I've had some great encounters with some
fantastic ladies but I think Morgan has to be my favourite, albeit by a small margin.

Thanks a million Morgan - you're a horny little devil!!!
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